Liquid crystalline bolaamphiphiles with semiperfluorinated lateral chains: competition between layerlike and honeycomb-like organization.
Novel bolaamphiphilic triblockmolecules consisting of a rigid biphenyl unit, with a polar 2,3-dihydroxypropyloxy group and a phenolic OH group at opposite ends, as well as a semiperfluorinated chain in a lateral position have been synthesized via palladium catalyzed cross coupling reactions as the key steps. The thermotropic liquid crystalline behavior of these compounds was investigated by polarized light microscopy, DSC and X-ray scattering, and the influence of the length of the lateral chain on the mesomorphic properties was studied. The compound with the shortest chain as well as the long chain derivatives form lamellar mesophases composed of segregated layers of the bolaamphiphilic moieties and sublayers comprising the fluid lateral chains. The layers within the lamellar phases of the short chain compound adopt a positional correlation, leading to a 2D lattice (Col(r)/p2mm), whereas the layers of the lamellar phases of the long chain derivatives are noncorrelated (Lam). Compounds with a medium chain length organize into columnar phases, where the nonpolar lateral chains segregate into columns, which are embedded in networks of regular (Col(h)) or stretched (Col(r)/c2mm) hexagonal cylinder shells consisting of the bolaamphiphilic units. In total, an unusual phase sequence was found, where, with respect to the chain length, columnar mesophases occur between two mesophases with layer organization.